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Driving Financial Impact and Digital
Transformation with Simplified Approvals

The Problem
Finance is often the circulatory system of your organization – not only responsible for
allocating capital and paying bills, but finance also ensure every department has the
resources required to properly function, while also maintaining the overall health, stability
and reputation of the enterprise.
Finance groups strive for thorough fiscal management, yet need to remain agile to help
grow the business. Each decision undertaken by finance, also known as a control point or
an approval, must either be approved, rejected, or sent back to the requestor for further
information. The complex array of business software that generates these approval
requests often serve to unnecessarily prolong decision cycles. Managers who perform
approvals face four hurdles to timely approval execution:
•

Application proliferation: Even the most basic tasks require multiple systems
with their own individual logins and interfaces. Each business system can add
exponential frustration and needless delay.

•

Inadequate notifications: When new technologies and systems are adopted, users
often find it difficult to be proactive about tasks. Yet not every system knows
when, where, and how to prompt a response.

•

Cumbersome workflows: Multiple layers of approvals, from executive buy-in to
cross-functional sign-off, can be time-consuming and frustrating for all involved.

•

Lost requests: Inboxes, whether e-mail or paper-based, fill up faster and faster
each day, and quickly become more of a nuisance than an organizational tool.

90%
90% of finance leaders
report challenges with the
length of their decision
cycles, adding that they
see direct financial impact
- including late payment
penalties, non-compliance
costs, loss of preferredvendor pricing and more.

FINANCIAL BUSINESS IMPACT FROM SLOW APPROVALS:
Lost or delayed sales activity

Late payment penalties

Unapproved and untracked purchases

Delivery delays

Loss of preferred-vendor pricing

Unplanned costs

Lost discounts and negotiated savings

Financial Reporting audit risk
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The Solution

Business Benefits

Capriza delivers real business and financial impact.
Simplified approvals speed up a company’s decisionmaking by up to 70%. It’s one approvals interface for any
source system, without having to fumble with multiple
logins and stand-alone apps. Now, important business
processes that occur in multiple systems can be
centralized around approvals.

INCREASE OVERALL PRODUCTIVITY

Key Features

IMPROVE FINANCE EFFICIENCY

•

Already Connected to Your Existing Applications: Capriza
already has integrations and templates for the most
popular applications and approvals, such as ServiceNow,
Oracle, SAP, Ariba, Concur and Workday.

•

Available where your employees are: on mobile, desktop,
in Slack and in Microsoft Teams.

•

Ease of use: Consumer-grade, intuitive interface that
allows managers to easily approve, reject or reassign
all of their approval requests - without having to login to
multiple systems.

Perform approvals anytime, anywhere
Faster, more informed, decisions
Reduce the time employees are being held up by delayed
approvals

Eliminate delivery delays
Utilize early-pay discounts
Make expenditures more transparent

ACHIEVE IMMEDIATE IMPACT
Cost-effective, cloud SaaS solution
Quick win in your finance transformation initiatives
Fast time-to-market (weeks)

About Capriza
Capriza is the first platform to elegantly extract and beautifully simplify approvals from your company’s core applications. We
make cumbersome approvals of all types fast and easy, helping to speed decision-making by up to 70%, while dramatically
improving the quality of those decisions. Capriza helps enterprises such as Autodesk, PepsiCo, Harman International and many
others reduce costs, remove bottlenecks, save time, improve compliance and increase employee satisfaction.
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